
Howling (1974)
Answers to certain clues have been exposed to something

(identified by anagramming the shaded letters) and

transform accordingly. Two more words can be formed with

the squares 13-5-24 and 10-32-35-16; these two words

should also undergo this change to form a related name.

Across  

1 Walk proudly in street in front of channel

6 We hear drug's obscene

11 Crab meat

12  Fool has ludicrous head cut in two

13 Listener disheartened, in part

14 Northern zone tumultous, critical; ER takes in 200

15 Around river, find water and get sleepy

18 Reclined one day of the week

19 State lodging announced

20 Insect in soap, hiding

23 Character progression a real chart topper

24 Country singer Gill no expert in area of knowledge

25 Embattled Noriega loses nothing, is a recipient

27 Component of distinctive metal

29 Stars confused rulers

30 For you, be a...

31 part of Canada's gym class, with one...

32 ...broken rattle (second of two)

34 Some Scots welcome geese around hillsides?

35 Consume some wheaties

36 High-pitched noise showing decline without note

37 One performing circumcision said it’s hard work

38 Simple and nauseous, without question?

39 Dropping hook, jolt small weight

Down 

2 Technical mistake creates fear

3 Choose two men to get someone with power?

4 Not that Thespis is lacking special sense

5 Seer busy with primary studies

7 Send back scolded

8 Expected madcap one with crown

9 European gets a long time in pen

10 Liberator takes butchered hens for strengthening one

15 Attributed novel "Sing Sade!"

16 Anna initially wrote at first "Are you game?"

17 Returning immediately, boy comes inside with four

curried dishes

21 Slight shift in cover story for those under 13

22 A wide stop

26 Leaders part of final phase

28 Peaceful and humorous, when nothing is empty

33 Muscle's almost dead


